THE MAXXAIR ORIGINAL VENT COVER

1. Place the MAXXAIR over the roof vent with the louver area facing the rear of the vehicle. After verifying that the MAXXAIR is centered over the roof vent, use a pencil to trace the location of the slots in the MAXXAIR mounting flange.
2. Position a mounting bracket on your roof so that the slot in the bracket intersects one of the locations traced on the roof. For maximum strength, place the mounting brackets as close as possible to the outside corner of your existing roof vent frame.
3. Mark the location of the screw hole in the bracket onto your roof vertical vent frame wall. Drill through the roof vent frame using a 3/16” dia. drill bit. Place one of the carriage bolts upward through the slot in the bracket and fasten the bracket to the roof vent wall using the small screw provided. The small washer, lock washer and hex nut should be placed on the inside of the roof vent frame wall. Install two brackets on each side of your roof vent as shown in the drawing.
4. Place the MAXXAIR on the four upward pointing carriage bolts and fasten using the star washers and hex nuts provided. You may have to push the head of the carriage bolt up into the bracket slot to prevent the carriage bolt from turning during tightening of the nuts.
5. A slight air gap between the MAXXAIR base and the roof after installation is normal and permits condensation to escape. Do not apply caulking to this area.

NOTE: To install over a Ventline EZ-Lift roof vent, simply install a carriage bolt into the square hole in each mounting bracket and fasten the mounting brackets to the special tabs provided on the Ventline. Use the small screw, washer, lock washer and nuts to secure the brackets to the special tabs. Proceed with step 4 above.

THIS CONCLUDES THE INSTALLATION. ENJOY YOUR NEW MAXXAIR ORIGINAL VENT COVER

TOOLS REQUIRED
- Power drill with 3/16” drill bit, Phillips head screwdriver, adjustable wrench & pencil
- (4) ¼” – 20 SS Carriage Bolts (3/4” long)
- (4) ¼” – 20 SS Hex Nuts
- (4) Aluminum Brackets
- (4) #8 SS Flat Washers (Fender Washer)
- (4) #8 SS Lock Washers
- (4) #8 – 32 SS Nuts
- (4) #8 – 32 SS Screws (1/2” long)

CONTENTS OF KIT

SEE OUR INSTALLATION VIDEO AT www.AIRXCEL.com

* Warranty limited to repair or replacement of the MAXXAIR Original by MAXXAIR VENTILATION SOLUTIONS
FANMATE® CEILING FAN VENT COVER

FEATURING EZClip™ HARDWARE
for QUICK, EASY and TOOL-FREE INSTALLATION

The FANMATE® simply fits over the built-in, waterproof mounting tabs on the MAXXFAN® and MAXXFAN® Plus. Simply slide the included clip through the tab to secure the FANMATE® cover. (Hardware with clips included for mounting on other fan models.)

► SUPERIOR rain protection
► LESS than 5% airflow restriction
► UNIQUE design allows for use on ANY high powered or non-powered vent
► OPTIONAL bug screen
► FULL ACCESS to the fan and optional bug screen courtesy of the EZClip™
► 6-YEAR Limited WARRANTY *Visit AIRXCEL.com for Details

MAXXFANS are available in MANUAL, or ELECTRIC REMOTE CONTROL Opening Models

TUFFMAXX A/C REPLACEMENT SHROUD

The LAST A/C SHROUD you will EVER have to BUY!

- Replaces Coleman®-Mach® 11,000, 13,500 and 15,000 BTU covers (Mach 1, Mach 3 and Mach 15 models)
- Features built-in rear fin guard and extra tough, UV protected plastic
- LIFETIME Limited WARRANTY to original owner (proof of purchase required)*
  *Limited to replacement only by MAXXAIR

MAXXAIR II
MORE fresh air, rain or shine

EXCLUSIVE Side Louvers Provide UNSURPASSED CROSS VENTILATION

- More vent area than any other vent cover
- Hinged hardware included for easy opening - NO TOOLS REQUIRED
- Solid one-piece, sleek, aerodynamic design
- 6 YEAR Limited WARRANTY* - BEST in the Industry.

CALL YOUR DEALER FOR DETAILS
AIRXCEL, INC. - RV Products Division / MAXXAIR • 3050 N. St. Francis St. • Wichita, KS 67219 • 316-832-3400

*Warranty limited to repair or replacement